Tall case clock parts

Pendulum Leader for Pendulum Length 29 to 75 cm is a Hermle brass finished pendulum leader
measuring mm long that fits a slot type verge. Tall Case Threaded Pendulum Rod fits onto
suspension spring and tall case spike and hex nut. This Tall Case Pendulum rod has a total
Brown Cuckoo Pendulum 18 cm is a small brown maple leaf cuckoo pendulum measuring 57
mm wide maple leaf and 18 cm in total length. Brown 1 Day Chalet Pendulum is a brown 1 day
chalet cuckoo clock pendulum measuring 17 cm in length and 4. Hermle Suspension Pendulum
Leader for Pendulum length 75 to cm is a Hermle brass finished pendulum leader measuring
mm long for high suspen Most often used with Dutch Clocks. Hermle Pendulum Leader for
Pendulum lengths 85 to cm is a Hermle brass finished pendulum leader measuring mm long
that fits slot type verge Brown Cuckoo Pendulum 20 cm is a medium brown maple leaf cuckoo
pendulum measuring 58 mm wide maple leaf and 20 cm in total length. Hermle 11 cm Pendulum
This pendulum has a polished brass bob with a diameter of This can Hermle 45 cm Pendulum
Polished This pendulum has a brass bob with a diameter of Tall Case Pendulum Disk 1. Tall
Case Pendulum D Brown Cuckoo Pendulum 22 cm is a large brown maple leaf cuckoo
pendulum measuring Black Forest Pendulum 63 mm is a small matte brass black forest
pendulum that measures Pendulum Leader for Pendulum length 11 to 27 cm is a Hermle metal
finished pendulum leader measuring 55 mm long that fits a slot type verge. This v Brown 1 Day
Oak Leaf Pendulum is a brown 1 day oak leaf cuckoo clock pendulum measuring Quartz Clock
Pendulum Large is a brass finished pendulum to be used with quartz clock movements: , , , to , ,
Hermle 85 cm Wooden Pendulum Rod. This is the wooden pendulum rod mounted with both the
threaded metal rod, rating nut, and pendulum hook used for Hermle Rating Nut Small is a small
sized rating nut for Hermle pendulums. Boy on a Fence Mantel Pendulu Hermle 66 cm Pendulum
Polished This pendulum has a polished brass bob with a diameter of German Bob mm is a
polished brass German clock pendulum bob measuring mm in diameter. German Bob mm
should be used with wooden pendulum Green Cuckoo Pendulum 20 cm is a medium green
maple leaf cuckoo pendulum measuring 58 mm wide maple leaf and 20 cm in total length.
Unthreaded French Hook is an unthreaded brass hook for french clock pendulums with a hole
diameter of 2 mm. Small French Pendulum is a french brass clock pendulum with a steel rod.
Fusee Pendulum is a lead filled brass covered bob with a 9" pendulum rod. This 9"
measurement includes the length of the metal rod plus the suspens A plastic gold anodized
pendulum. This pendulum measures 11" 28 cm in length and weighs 30 gm. For use with quartz
pendulum movements. Hermle 94 cm Wooden Pendulum Rod. Lyre Pendulum to fit Hermle
movement 94 cm is a lyre pendulum with a polished brass bob that fits any Hermle movement
that indicates a 94 cm pe Flower 1 Day Chalet Pendulum is a flower 1 day chalet cuckoo clock
pendulum measuring Filters icon Filters. Show 24 36 48 View as Grid icon List icon. View full
details. Out of stock. Small Threaded French Hook is a brass hook for threaded french clock
pendulums. Assortment of 10 Pendulum Rating Nuts this assortment features 10 different nuts.
Loading icon. Checkmark icon Added to your cart:. Cart subtotal. Close icon. Chevron down
icon Chevron down icon. This is a very good example of a wooden works tall clock made by
Silas Hoadley of Plymouth, Connecticut. The construction of this wooden geared tall clock
movement is typical of the standard form that one would expect from this prolific Clockmaker.
The plates used in the construction of this movement are made from oak. The movement is
standard two train design. Both of which are powered by weights. The weights are raised by
pulling on cords inside the case. Because the movement is designed to run for approximately
30 hours, this should be done once a day. The strike train features a count wheel striking
system. The count wheel is located on the back plate. This clock will strike each hour on a cast
iron bell which is mounted above the movement. The arched wooden dial is nicely paint
decorated. It is a standard size. All of the various decorations are framed in raised gesso
patterns that are highlighted in gilt paint. The spandrels are decorated with colorful floral
themes. In the arch is the E. This is very powerful symbolism for our new Nation. It is a symbol
of unity. The hours are marked with Roman hour numerals. This dial also displays the seconds
and calendar day via subsidiary hands and dials located with in the time track. The case is
constructed in New England white pine. It is paint decorated in black and red. The paint pattern
used simulates the grain of mahogany. This is in very good original condition. There is some
areas of minor loss. These are somewhat confined to the lower right side of the hood. This case
stands on a simple bracket base that features simply shaped cutout feet. The waist is long and
narrow featuring a rectangular shaped waist door. The door provides access to the interior of
the clock. This clock is wound from this location. The bonnet features a New England style
fretwork pattern that is in the form of arches. It is supported by three wooden finial plinths or
chimneys. The bonnet door is fitted with glass. This door is flanked by smoothly turned bonnet
columns that are free standing. This example stands approximately 86 or 7 feet 2 inches tall to
the top of the arches. At the lower bonnet molding, exhibiting the largest dimensions of the

case is This clock was made circa Silas Hoadley was born in and died in Plymouth, CT in He
first apprenticed to his uncle Samuel and was making clocks in In he retired a wealthy man.
Silas Hoadley of Plymouth, Connecticut. About Silas Hoadley of Plymouth, Connecticut. Tall
Case Threaded Pendulum Rod fits onto suspension spring and tall case spike and hex nut. This
Tall Case Pendulum rod has a total Tall Case Pendulum Disk 1. Tall Case Pendulum D Also
known as a hall clock second hand. Also known as a Hall Clock Second Hand. Tall Case Weight
10 lbs weighs 10 lbs. Tall Case Hand Washer The hands have square and round holes. The
minute hand measures 6" mm. Tall Case Pe The hands are blank no holes. Tall Case Front Lever
Assembly includes strike rack, rack hook, lift rod and screws. Tall Case Tall Case Front Gear
Assembly includes hour and minute gears, a snail and a hold down bracket. The Cord Rope is 5
mm in diameter. The Coil is 4 mm in diameter. Tension Washer 6. Product Tall Case Strike Fan
is a brass governor strike fan with a steel shaft and pinion specifically for Tall Case clocks.
Grandfather Clock Calendar Wheel a 31 tooth brass calendar wheel. It is It is used behind the
dial on a tall case clock. Tall Case Verge Blank is an old style recoil verge blank made of steel
specifically for Tall Case clocks. Filters icon Filters. Show 24 36 48 View as Grid icon List icon.
View full details. Loading icon. Checkmark icon Added to your cart:. Cart subtotal. Close icon.
Chevron down icon Chevron down icon. Need Help? Timesavers Box Scottsdale, AZ U. Ansonia
Clock Case Parts Clock Feet Clock Wall Hangers Corners Cupids 1. Decorative Case Ornaments
Eagles Finials Handles 3. Hinges Lions Heads 4. Lux Parts 4. Shims 2. Side Arms 7. Store
Regulator Crown 1. Tassels Wall Stabilizers 9. Wood Case Parts View 12 24 48 60 Hermle Brass
Case Decoration. Description: Machined brass. Used on some Hermle cases, but can use on
others. While supplies last. Condition: New. Qty :. Nickel plated. Hermle Glass Door Hinge.
Brass plated steel. Three 6mm. Bronze urn can be engraved. Use for a loved one up to lbs. Can
use for other purposes as Antiqued Brass Hermle Door Pull. Description: 10mm. Description:
8mm. Does not include mounting screw. Hermle Door Striker Plate. Description: Brass plated
steel. Can be used on other doors. For Hermle cabinetry and others. Description: Sturdy. Hang
clocks or pictures. Description: Can use as a door pull. Does NOT come with screw. Pack
Hermle Brass Bun Feet. Set of 4. Hermle 20mm Diameter Brass Door Knob. Description: Used
on Hermle floor clocks, but can use as needed. Antique brass finish on steel. Brown plastic
ribbed sleeve for tight fit. Hermle Distressed Brass Key Plate. Description: Brushed nickel
plated steel. Used on Hermle clocks, but can use on others. All holes are countersunk. Offset
Hermle Brass Mounting Bracket. Flat section is. Used on Hermle curio cabinets but can use as
needed. Description: Use as case back on small clocks. Black on one side, dark brown on the
other side. Can cut to size. Black on one side, oak on the other side. Hermle Cabinet Door
Hinge. Cabinet Door Lock With 2 Keys. Nickeled brass key face plate. Brass finish. Length
shown does not include mounting screw which is affixed. Cast zinc with brass plating. Used on
floor and wall clock cases and other fine furniture. Dimension shown is overall length.
Description: Narrow door lock is ideal for grandfather clocks. Fits left or right hand door. Nickel
finish. With brass plated key. NOTE: Key style may vary. See No. Description: Cast pot metal,
brass plated
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. Made in China. No Image Available. Description: Cast brass. Used on Kern Miniature clock.
Morbier Clock Shelf. Blackened 3mm. Kundo Clock Case Foot. Description: Nickeled brass for
square case clocks. Description: Used on Kundo Standard. Part Description: Brass plate used
on Kundo Standard. Internally threaded. Marble Effect Paper - Green Background. Each color is
applied by hand and no two sheets are alike. Colors, shapes and patterns will vary on each
sheet. Green background, with Marble Effect Paper - Black Background. Black background with
gold Marble Effect Paper - Red Background. Dull white background with Description: Antiqued
Brass Plated Key. Description: Bright brass plated steel lock with a lock plate. Brass Knob.
Description: Polished brass. With mounting screw. Bronzed Knob. Description: Bronze finish on
cast pot metal. Description: Cast pot metal with antiqued brass finish. Glue to affix. Cart Cart
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